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• Energy consumption in sectors and in relation to energy 

carriers in Poland

• Shares of energy consumption in buildings for heating –

comparison between Poland and other European 

countries 

• Identification of main factors influencing the energy 

consumption in buildings 

• Evolution of energy efficiency in buildings within the last 

20 years

• Current situation of the energy efficiency in buildings in

Poland

• Practical way, challenges and barriers to increase

energy efficiency in buildings

• Conclusions



Repartition of final energy consumption 

in Poland



Structure of energy use in residential 

buildings in Poland (literature data)



Comparison of shares of the energy use for 

heating in Poland and to other EU countries 



Factors influencing the energy efficiency of 

a building

Building 

regulations

Energy prices

Technical 

solutions

Energy 

efficiency



Evolution of regulations in the area of 

thermal protection of buildings



Evolution of energy prices in Poland

%



Distribution of individual costs of heating 

in particular dwellings 

according to J. Szymańska-Matosek



Advanced technical solutions – windows



Index of energy consumption for space heating vs year of 

construction in residential buildings in Poland and

France

according to 

KAPE 

and the author

according to J-C Visier



Changes in heating consumption in European 

Countries

according to P. Boonenkamp 

ECM



Current situation in Poland – new 

constructed buildings according to buildings 

certificates

According to Builddesk: on the basis of energy certificates for 20828 

buildings



Average values of indexes EK and EP in new 

buildings in Poland

according to Builddesk



Progress made in energy efficiency of 

residential buildings in Poland within the last 

20 years



Typical, energy efficient and passive houses 

in Poland

according to J. Juchniewicz-Lipińska  architect



Practical way to create an energy efficient 

building



CCity ity residentialresidential building for the future building for the future ––

prediction for the year 2030prediction for the year 2030

Holistic approach contents:

• Efficient protection against overheating dwellings in the 

summer period without cooling systems

• Very efficient insulation of the building envelope – reduction 

of the impact of thermal bridges

• Heat delivery from a district

heating system and renewable

sources of energy (hot water)

and heat recovery 



Testing of new insulation materials Testing of new insulation materials ––

nanonanostructured structured silica aerogelssilica aerogels

Proprieties of aerogels:

• thickness (4 – 10 mm)

• low thermal conductivity 

λ= 0,015 – 0,020 W/mK

• density 75-150 kg/m3

• superior flexibility

Scanning Electron Micrograph of silica aerogel



Main barriers for increasing energy 

efficiency of buildings in Poland

• High cost of insulating materials – the SPBT for the investment 

consists in applying additional insulation on external walls in a 

typical one family house within 18 to 65 years.

• Very high cost of building components – the SPBT for advanced

solar collectors installed as complementary equipment in 

substations in buildings connected to the district heating systems is 

about 90 years.

• Investment costs of a passive house in Poland are 36% higher 

comparing to a standard house (in Germany and Austria these costs 

are only 7% higher).

• Lack of sufficient support from the authorities – the most efficient 

way seems to be a significant taxes’ decrease for the owners of 

energy efficient buildings.  



Conclusions

• In Poland a great progress in improving of energy efficiency in 

buildings has been done within the last 20 years.

• The progress was mainly stimulated by the authorities 

(changes of requirements) but also by economical conditions 

and technical development in the field of building components, 

making possible to construct/predict really energy efficient 

buildings.

• The challenge for all actors operating in the field of energy 

economy in the building sector is to achieve a standard of 

energy efficient house at 50 – 60% and a standard of passive 

house at 20 – 30% in new residential buildings in Poland in 

2020. 
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